
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 For your child: 6 bricks, 6 
cubes, 2 cuboids and 6 half-
cubes 

 These two Ghost Models:

 Ghost puppet

10–15 minutes

GHOST MODEL

Note: The Ghost Model is a pre-prepared structure designed to allow children to see the 3D outline of a staircase 
that can be built from blocks; however, it conceals the identities of the blocks themselves.

Introducing the Ghost Model (Building from a 3D Outline Model – Ghost Model)

Put out your child’s blocks for this activity, and explain that today they are going to try to solve the mystery of a 
‘Ghost Model’. Show them the first Ghost Model of a staircase. 

Analysis: Help them to analyse it by asking: What could this be? What is it for? 

Select the blocks: Ask them: What are its main parts? to help them decide what building blocks they will need to 
make a copy of it. 

Build: When they have chosen the blocks, ask them to build a copy of the model. Obviously, there are many 
different ways to build these structures, and any one is fine at this point. Here are some possibilities:

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can find solutions to the problem of recreating a structure without detailed information.
Your child can build structures to fit two different Ghost Models.
Your child can generate more than one solution to the same problem.

To build a structure without detailed information
To practise connecting blocks accurately and precisely 
To develop the ability to analyse a Ghost Model, then select the blocks 
required to recreate it and build the structure
To develop focus, concentration and self regulation
To foster creative thinking
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When your child has finished, have the Ghost ‘float over’ the structure they have built and check that all match the outline of the Ghost Model. Have 
the Ghost say: ‘Wow! You have found one way to solve the Ghost Model mystery. It matches perfectly, well done!’

Then say to your child: The Ghost is so happy to see how you solved the Ghost Model Mystery! But he said we have found one way to solve it… that 
must mean there are more. Can we find any more ways? 

Leave out their first solution to the Ghost Model and ask your child if they can build another one next to it. Remind them: Remember, you are 
looking for a different way to solve the same Ghost Model Mystery!

When your child has finished, have the Ghost ‘float over’ the new structure they have built and check that it also matches the outline of the Ghost 
Model. Have the Ghost comment on what it sees: ‘I can’t believe my eyes - this structure is different from the first one you did but they are both 
solutions to the mystery of the Ghost Model. Each is an original solution to the problem. Well done!’

Mystery Staircase (Building from a 3D Outline Model – Ghost Model)

Ask your child to dismantle their structures. When they are ready, show them the second Ghost Model. 

Ask your child to analyse the model, and then decide what building blocks they need to construct it. Use questions to prompt them only if they 
need support. When they have chosen the blocks, ask them to build at least two different copies of the model. Again, the structure can be built in 
many different ways. Here are some possibilities:

Invite the Ghost to float over the two or more structures that your child has built and check that they all match the given outline. As before, have the 
Ghost comment, emphasising the fact that there are various possible solutions and that your child has found two of them.

Let your child build more solutions, if they want to, and/or play with the Ghost.

GHOST MODEL – continued
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Cut out the Ghost puppet.
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